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1, INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Diffusions with linear drift and quadratic diffusion coefficients. 
A diffusion in a Euclidean space Rd is a Markov process X, with a 
transition function B(r, x; t, dy) = 9’(r, x; t, y) dy, where P(r, x; t, y) as a 
function of r, x is the fundamental solution of a (backward) Kolmogorov 
differential equation 
aB/ar= -C aj(r, x)as/axj-C q&r, ~)aV/ax~axi. 
i i,j 
Suppose that the drift coefficients are linear in x, 
(1.1) 
aj( r, x) = C x’a,( r), (1.2) 
and let p(i, r; t, j) be defined by a system of differential equations 
ap(r, i; t,j)Pr = - 1 aik(r)p(r, k; t,j), i,j= 1 , . . . . d for r < t, 
k 
with the boundary conditions p(r, i; t,j) + 6, as rT t (S,,= 1, a,=0 for 
i #j). Then 
s P(r, x; t, dy) y’= C x’p(r, i; t, j). (1.3) 
i 
Therefore the semigroup associated with 9 preserves the space of linear 
functions on Rd. The same is true for the space of polynomials of degree 
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<n if the diffusion coefficients qv are polynomials in x of degree not higher 
than 2. In this paper we deal with infinite-dimensional generalizations of 
the following three transition functions: 
(a) Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU): qil do not depend on x. 
(b) Dawson-Watanabe (DW): qij = ~6~x’ (y > 0 is a constant). 
(c) Fleming-Viot (FV): qii = yx’(dg - xl). 
In the DW and FV cases we assume that p is a Markov transition 
function (i.e., p(r, i; t, j) B 0, xip(r, i; t, j) = 1). The OU transition function 
is Gaussian. The DW transition function is defined on the set 
{x : x1 3 0, . . . . xd> 0) and the FV transition function on the simplex 
{x:x’20 )...) Xd>O, xl+ . ..+xd=l}. 
1.2. Supertransition functions. We start from a semigroup T which 
is a family of operators T;, Y < t E R subject to the condition 
T;T;= T; for all Y < s < t. (1.4) 
More precisely, we assume that, for every t E R, convex sets &“, J& are 
given with are in duality relative to a bilinear form (f, v ). For every 
r -C t, f -+ T; f is a linear operator from 2’ to JY and v + VT; is a linear 
operator from J& to AZ. These operators are adjoint, i.e., 
(T:f, v> = CL VT:) for all f~~',~~~~. (1.5) 
We consider A! as a measurable space with the measurable structure 
generated by the functions F(v) = (f, v ), f E 2’. Let 9(r, p; t, B) be a 
Markov transition function in Jte, such that 
Then we say that 9 is a supertransition function over T. (Note that p = 0 
is an absorbing state for 9.) 
9 is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck supertransition function in A, if 
5 CP(r, p; t, dv) eiCf’ “> = i(T~~~)-tj’Qlr:f)~s}, fE*‘. -/It r 
(1.7) 
Here Q, is a positive semi-definite quadratic form on X’. This kind of 
supertransition functions has been investigated by Holley and 
Stroock [ 133. (See more detail in Section 5.) 
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To define the Dawson-Watanabe and the Fleming-Viot supertransition 
functions, we start from a Markov transition function p(r, X; t, u’v) in Luzin 
(=standard Borel) spaces (E,, SYt). We assume that p(r, X; t, E,) = 1 for all 
r, X, t and we set p(r, X; t, B) = 0 for r 3 t. Put 
Tf(x)=/p( r, t; 4 &If(y); W:S(B) = J p(dx)p(r, X; t, B). (1.8) 
Let 8 be set of all pairs (t, x), where t E Iw and x E E,, and let g8 be the 
o-algebra in d generated by functions Ffr, x) =p(r, x; t, B), t E R, BE .CSt. 
We assume that: 
1.2.A. For every positive a&-measurable function f’(x), the function 
Tiff(x) is 6S8 x S&measurable in (r, x), t (gR is the Bore1 o-algebra in R). 
(Condition 1.2.A is satisfied, for instance, if p separates states and if 
(E,, 680 are imbedded isomorphically into a Luzin space in such a way that 
p(s, X; t, B) is measurable in S, x, t for every B (cf. Dynkin [9].) 
We define Z” as the cone of all positive al-measurable functions. To 
introduce J$ we fix a reference function p’(x), t E Iw, x E E,. This is a 
bounded strictly positive function with the properties: 
(a) for every t E Iw, p’ is S@measurable; 
(b) for every r< t, T;p’/p’ is bounded. 
Denote by 4?, the cone of all measures p on S?, such that (p’, /J) < co. It 
follows from (b) that pT; E Ar if p E jkl,. (p = 1 is an example of a reference 
function; the corresponding J%‘~ consist of finite measures). 
Let y’(x) be a positive ZS8-measurable function. We prove (see 
Theorem 3.1) that there exists a unique semigroup of non-linear operators 
V;: Y?’ -+ Y?’ such that 
v;f+ 1 c’ T;[y”( V;f)‘] ds = T; f forall r<tER,fEX’. (1.9) 
r 
The Dawson- Watanabe (p, y )-supertransition function Y is determined on 
&!t by its Laplace functional 
s 9(r,~;t,dv)e-<~“>=exp(-(V:f,~)), fE%' (1.10) “@I 
(Dawson [i, 23, Watanabe [20]; see also Dynkin [9, lo], Roelly- 
Coppoletta [19]). 
To introduce the Fleming-Viot supertransition function, we again 
consider the operators T; defined by (1.8) but now JZ~ consists of all 
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probability measures on 8,. The function 9 is determined by (1.6) and the 
recurrent formula 
i Jf, 1=I 
=kl(t-r) f-l (r:fi,P)+2y 1 ~‘dsu,(~-s)~~(r,~;s,dy) 
1=1 i-c, r 
X<TffiT:fi,V> n (Tsfk,V) (1.11) 
k#i,j 
for n 3 2, f,, . . . . fn E Xr, where 
U,(t)=e-Y”‘“--l)r (1.12) 
(Fleming and Viot [ 111, Dawson and Hochberg [3]). 
In all three cases we have explicit formulae for the action of the semi- 
group associated with 9’ on a family &t of bounded functions closed under 
multiplication and generating the measurable structure in A’,. Moreover 
the semigroup preserves the linear space generated by &. The family &‘t is 
defined as 
,i<f, v> 3 with f e Xt for OU 
,-<f.v>. with,fE X’ for DW, 
(1.13) 
1, <SIP V>'.. (f,, v>, n = 1, 2, . ..) with bounded at-measurable 
fi, . . ..f. 20 for FV. 
In this introduction we state the results for the DW case. Similar results 
for the FV and OU cases are presented in Sections 4 and 5. 
1.3. Superprocesses, entrance laws. One of our objectives is to 
describe all Markov processes (X,, P) with a given supertransition function 
B-we call them superprocesses. Suppose that a superprocess is defined on 
an interval (a, + co), where a E [ - co, f co). The measures 
K,(B) = P{ x, E B}, tE(a, +oo) (1.14) 
(not necessarily finite but a-finite by assumption) are connected by the 
relation 
5 K(h) gP(r, P; t, B) = K,(B) (1.15) 
for all UC r < t and all measurable B. Every one-parameter family of 
a-finite measures K,, which satisfies (1.15), is called a 9Gntrance law at 
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time CY. Formula (1.14) establishes a l-l correspondence between such laws 
and superprocesses with transition function B and birth time OL (here we do 
not distinguish processes with identical finite-dimensional distributions). 
We write (X,, PK) for the process corresponding to K. 
We denote by XE(9) the set of all P-entrance laws K at time u which 
satisfy the condition 
s K,(dvKp’, v> < ~0 
for all t > c1. (1.16) 
Note that K,(&,)= P,JQ) for all t. We denote by X:(P) the set of all 
KE &(6P) such that PK(Q) = q and we call elements of XX(LP) probability 
entrance laws if q = 1 and infinite entrance laws if q = co. 
A non-null element KEX~(SP) is called extremal if every ME& 
dominated by K is proportional to K. The set L&(P) is the convex hull of 
the set ,X,,(.?J’) of its extremal elements. 
Suppose that 9 is a (p, y)-supertransition function. We establish a close 
relationship between X,,(.P) and the set X=(p) of all p-entrance laws at time 
c1 such that IC, E Al for each t > CY. 
1.4. Invariant and excessive measures. Suppose that a semigroup 
T; is stationary, that is, Z’= X, M, = J? for all t and T; = T 1-,, 
If a reference function p and function y do not depend on t, then the 
corresponding supertransition function 9(r, p; t, dv) = L+:- ,(p, dv) is also 
stationary. A a-finite measure M is called a g-invariant measure if 
s MC&) %:(P> .I= MC. 1 for all t >O (1.17) 
and it is called P-excessive if (1.17) holds with “ = ” replaced by “ < .” 
The most important subclass is formed by the invariant probability 
measures-we call them equilibrium measures. An excessive measure M is 
called purely excessive if it does not dominate any invariant measure except 
0. Each P-excessive measure can be represented, in a unique way, as the 
sum of an invariant measure and a purely excessive measure. Every purely 
.Y-excessive measure M has a unique representation 
M= j-m K,dt, 
0 
where K is a B-entrance law at time 0. (See Dynkin [7].) 
We denote by mZ(S) the set of all P-excessive measures such that 
(1.18) 
s WdvKp, v> < co. (1.19) .u 
580/86/l-6 
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The subsets of m(9’ ) which consist (a) of all purely excessive measures, (b) 
of all invariant measures, and (c) of all equilibrium measures are denoted, 
respectively, by !I&(9 ), ~i~,(~ ), and ‘9J&(?J’ ). 
One of our central results is Theorem 1.7, which describes (under broad 
assumptions on p) all extremal elements of ~i,,(~ ) in terms of p-invariant 
measures m E Al. 
1.5. Super Brownian motions. We use this name for super- 
processes over the Brownian transition function in R’ 
PAX, dv) = PAY - x) dY2 (1.20) 
where 
p,(x) = (2nt)-d’2 eP1x12/2’ ( 1.20a) 
and dy means the Lebesgue measure. A one-parameter family of equi- 
librium measures for the super Brownian motion in lRd, d>, 3, has been 
constructed by Dawson [Z]. It follows from Theorem 1.7 that there exist 
no other extremal equilibria. 
To apply the general theory to the super Brownian motion we need the 
following well-known facts about entrance laws and excessive measures for 
the Brownian transition function. 
To every a E IF’ there corresponds an extremal probability entrance law 
at time 0. 
C(dx) =pr(a, dx), (1.21) 
and an infinite extremal entrance law, 
KF(dx)=exp(a.x+$t IIall’}dx. (1.22) 
Every extremal p-entrance law at time 0 has the form qz6 and every 
extremal p-entrance law at time - cc has the form qrc” (here and in the rest 
of this section q means an arbitrary strictly positive constant). 
All p-invariant measures belong to the family qdx. There exist no purely 
excessive measures for d < 2. If d 2 3, then all extremal purely excessive 
measures are given by the formula 
ata, dx), (1.23) 
where 
Aa, dx) = lo= p!(a, dx) dt = const x Ix-a12pddx. (1.24) 
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For every r > 0, 
-rs’2ps+ ,(x) ds (1.25) 
is a reference function independent of t. Let A’& r) stand for the class of 
all p-entrance laws K such that (p,, K,) < cc for all t > u (cf. Section 1.3). 
Clearly, P E X&J, r) for all a and r and IC’ E X- ,(p, r) if 1 a 1 2 d Y. 
1.6. Relation between entrance laws for 9 andp. We start with the 
following observation: If y is a constant, then for every constant 12 0, 
Eq. (1.9) has the solution 
V;A=l l+:A(t-r) 
[ 1 
-1 
, (1.26) 
s -1 Y(r, p; t, dv) e-“(““> = 1 I , (1.27) 
and, if y > 0, then by taking A-+ co, we get 
P(r,p;t,{O))=exp 
i 
-(l,P);(t-r)-’ . 
I 
(1.28) 
Therefore the probability of extinction is equal to 1 if p is finite and it is 
equal to 0 if p is infinite. The trivial entrance law 
&PI = l,(O) for all t > a, BE .!23, (1.29) 
plays a special role. 
For every KE Xa(9), the formula 
dB) = i,, K(dv) v(B) (1.30) 
defines an element of Xz(p). We call it the projection of K and we write 
K = n(K). 
We say that K E X,(P) is the lifting of IC E X,(p) and we write K = Z(K) 
if 
s K,(dv) e-CL “) = lim s P(r, zc,; t, dv) eeCL “> (1.31) -Kt rla AT, 
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for every t>a and everyfEL\(K,). (L:(p) means the class of all positive 
p-integrable functions.) By (1.14) we can rewrite (1.31) in the form 
PKexPC-(f,X,)l=limP,,,expC(-f,X,)l. 
rla 
(1.32) 
Taking f= 0, we see that K is a probability entrance law. 
The following theorem is the basis for describing all extremal g-entrance 
laws. 
THEOREM 1.1. Euery KEX~~(Y) is the lifting of its projection (i.e., 
/(x(K)) = K). 
Let K be a p-entrance law at time u and let a < r < t. Put 
(1.33) 
for every positive %?t-measurable f and 
w  xl = CL K,> - JXf, K) 
for allfE L!+(K,). It follows from (1.9) that 
(Kf, K,) = wi K) 
for all M<Y< t,fEL!+(lc,). By (1.10) and (1.35), 
P,,,,exp{-(f,X,)}=exp(-S:(f,rc)), 
(1.34) 
(1.35) 
f~L:(rc,). (1.36) 
THEOREM 1.2. For every IC E -X,(p), the lifting K = Z(x) is defined, it 
belongs to X:,(9), and 
s 
K,(dv) eCCf,“>=exp{ -S;(f, K)}, fe Wh). (1.37) 
The projection of K is determined by the formula 
CL 4K), > = CL K, > -CM xh (1.38) 
where 
qf, K) = FE ; qqt K). (1.39) 
Put IC E D, iffy E X,(p) and Zy(f, K) = 0 for all t > a and all f E L: (IC,). The 
projection n is a l-l mapping from XAe(9) onto D, and the inverse mapping 
is the lifting I restricted to D,. 
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COROLLARY. Every KE X:(P) has a unique integral representation 
where n is a probability measure on D, and I!? = l(k). 
Indeed, by Dynkin [S] (see also Dynkin [6]), 
K = j R, i(d@, (1.41) 
where [ is a probability measure on XL,(g). We get (1.40) from (1.41) by 
changing variables. 
THEOREM 1.3. To every K ED, and every q E (0, co) there corresponds a 
Kz E X:,(P) with the Laplace functional 
I K$(dv) e-<J “> = 4 exp { - K(.fi Wd. (1.42) 
If y’(x) >b > 0 for all t, x, then to every KE D, there corresponds a 
K,” E .X:(P) such that 
K,:(O}=O, 
I I 
(1.43) 
Kz(dv)[l -eecL “>I = lim Kz,(dv)[ 1 - epch “>I = ST(J K) 
y-00 
for all f E L: (tc,). We have 
n( Kz) = K for all 0 < q ,< 00. (1.44) 
The set X&(B) consists of two parts: 
(i) KzforO<q<co,tcED,; 
(ii) K,” with IC being extremal elements of D,. 
Remark. If y = const and if K is a finite entrance law at c( > -co, then 
Kz,{v#O) = (1, ~,)[l -e-2’y(‘--cr)] +O as t-+cO (1.45) 
(cf. (1.28)). 
1.7. Classes D, and C,. Put K E C, if K E X,(p) and if 
Jy(f, tc)= (f; tc,) for all t>a, feL\(K,). (1.46) 
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It is clear from (1.36) that K E C, if and only if I(K) is the trivial entrance 
law k defined by (1.29). Therefore K E C, if (1.46) is satisfied with all t > c( 
for some strictly positive f: 
Every K E x,(p) can be represented uniquely as K' + I?, where K' E c,, 
K~ E D,. Indeed, let K= I and let ~~ = n(K), K~ = IC - K~. By Theorem 1.2, 
K~E D,. Since /(K~) = /(K), we have, by (1.37), that sT(f, K) = s;(f, K~) and 
therefore S;(f, K’) = 0. By (1.34), this is equivalent to (1.46). Hence rcC E C,. 
If y is constant, then by (1.26) and (1.33), 
J;"(&K)=R(l,K,), 
s;(i, !c)=l(l, K,) 1 
-1 
(1.47) 
for cl>-- 
and therefore: Zf K is a finite p-entrance law at a, then K E C, if a = - 00, and 
K ED, if a > - 00. (Note that (1, K,) does not depend on t. We say that 
an entrance law K is finite if ( 1, K, > (co.) 
BY (1.9), 
v:f< T; f (1.48) 
for all positivef: Therefore 
and K belongs to D, if, for every t > a, there exists a function rp’ > 0 such 
that 
I ; (y”( T; v’)~, ic,) ds < co. (1.49) 
Condition (1.49) holds if 
i d II r”T; cp’ II ds < ~0 and (Cp’, Kr> < a. (1.50) 
Indeed, (Y”WP’)~, Ks) d IlCCcp’lI (T:cp’, K,) = ll~~“T:cp’ll <cp’, K,). 
Let p be the Brownian transition function in P’ given by (1.20) and 
let a= -co. If ‘p’=pI is given by (1.20a), then ((T:c~‘)*,K~)= 
[4x( t - s + 1 )] -d’2 exp { 1) a I( ‘(s + t + 1)/4} and (1.49) holds if d 2 3 or if 
d<2 and a#O. Hence K~ED-, for all pairs (d, a), except, maybe, (1,0) 
and (2,O). By Dawson [2], KO E C_ 3. in these cases. 
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1.8. Purely Y-excessive measures. In the stationary case, K = V,_, 
depends only on the difference t -s and 
I mJp(f,~)dt=(Wf;m) 0 (1.51) 
if 
and 
s 
cc 
m= K, dt (1.52) 
0 
Wf=; .r(: (V,f)* ds. (1.53) 
THEOREM 1.4. Denote by 53 the set of all K E Do such that 
s om (P,K,)dt<a. 
To every K E 9 there corresponds a family Mz in !JJ$,,,(C?i) determined by the 
formulae 
f 
Mz(dv) ,-<A ‘> = exP { -s:(f, K)/4) dt if O<q<co, (1.54) 
M,“(O) =O, 
s 
M,“(dv)[l -e-<A”)] = (f- Wf; m) (1.55) 
for all f E L\ (m), where m is given by (1.52). We have 
z(Mz) = m for all 0 < q < co. (1.56) 
The set of all extremal elements of ‘9JI,,,(9) consists of two parts: 
(i) Measures Mz,O<q< co, ~~52; 
(ii) Measures M,” , where K are extremal elements of 9. 
1.9. Y-equilibrium measures. The set YJ&(9) of 8-equilibria is a 
subset of .X’,(g): KEY\,(~) is a Y-equilibrium, if and only if K, 
does not depend on t. This happens if and only if the measure q in (1.40) 
is invariant with respect to the flow in D_, given by the formula 
(ouK)t=Ku+r. (1.57) 
This proves the first part of 
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THEOREM 1.5. The formula 
(K” is the lifting of K) establishes a l-l correspondence between o-invariant 
probability measures ye on D-, and Y-equilibrium measures Mq. Moreover 
all e-invariant measures n are concentrated on the subset K!J of D --30 defined 
by the conditions 
lim inf (p, ic, ) < ‘x), lim inf (p, K,) < 03. (1.59) 
t-U2 ,--x2 
Remark. By the definition of a reference function, 
C~=SUP T&)ldx)< cc for every t. 
If we assume, in addition, that c, is bounded on every finite interval, then 
(p, IC,) is also bounded on every finite interval, and condition (1.59) is 
equivalent to 
SUP (P, K,)< 03. 
reR 
(1.60) 
Obviously, D contains the set rmi,,(p) of all p-invariant measures m E A. 
THEOREM 1.6. D =YJ&(p) ifp has the following: 
F-property. Every extremal p-entrance law K at - 00 has the form 
where a, are constants. 
K, = wo, (1.61) 
F-property for classical diffusions in Rd follows from Molchanov [lS]. 
More recent results by Koranyi and Taylor [14] imply that F-property 
holds for Brownian motions on a wide class of Riemannian manifolds 
which includes all homogeneous Riemannian manifolds. 
We summarize the results on P-equilibria in the following theorem 
where we recall almost all the definitions and notations introduced at 
various stages of our investigation. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let p be a bounded positive measurable function on a 
Luzin space (E, 9J). Let p be a stationary transition function with F-property. 
Suppose that T,p/p is bounded for every t > 0. Denote by A the space of 
measures p on (E, BJ) such that (p, u) -C 00. For every 35measurable 
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bounded positive function y, there exists a stationary transition function 
Z?(p, dv) in A? such that 
1‘ $(~,dv)e-<L”)=exp{-(v,,~)) (1.62) A 
for all positive 98-measurable functions f, where 
vI+; ‘T,(yv;-,)ds=T,f 
I 0 
(1.63) 
(cf. (1.9), (1.10)). The formula 
s M(dv) e -<Lv>=,-<f-@Km> 3 fELY(m) (1.64) .A? 
with W defined by (1.53) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between all 
p-invariant measures m E ~2 such that 
and alI extremal 8-equilibria M subject to the condition 
s M(dv)(p, v> < ~0. 
(1.66) 
.& 
1.10. Suppose that h, is a sequence of real-valued functions. We 
say that h, converges to h boundedly if h, are uniformly bounded and 
converge to h pointwise. We use the following propositions several times. 
MULTIPLICATIVE SYSTEMS THEOREM. Suppose that a linear space H of 
bounded functions contains 1 and is closed under bounded convergence. If H 
contains a family Q which is closed under multiplication, then H contains all 
bounded functions which are measurable relative to the a-algebra generated 
by Q. 
COROLLARY. Let H be a set of bounded functions on a metric space. Zf 
H is closed under bounded convergence and tf it contains all positive 
continuous functions, then H contains all bounded positive Bore1 functions. 
(See the Modified Multiplicative Systems Theorem in Dynkin [lo].) 
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2. LAPLACE FUNCTIONALS 
2.1. We consider a Luzin space (E, B) and we denote by .Z the set 
of all ?&measurable functions from E to [0, + co]. We fix a bounded 
strictly positive function p E J? and we put 
Jh!={v:(p,v)<og); W = (f:f~ X”,flp is bounded}. (2.1) 
Denote by d the a-algebra in A%? generated by the functions F(v) = v(B), 
BE%?. If M is a probability measure on (A, &‘), then 
(2.2) 
is called the Laplace functional of M. 
We write f,, +p f if f,/p converge to f/p boundedly. We say that a func- 
tion : W -+ [0, 00) is p-continuous if f, +P f implies that Y( f,,) + Y( f ). 
Obviously the Laplace functional (2.2) is p-continuous. 
It follows from the Multiplicative Systems Theorem that if L, = L,,,, 
then L = M. 
2.2. LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that M, are probability measures on A? 
and 
L.&t.(f)+ Y(f) (2.3) 
for all f E W. If Y is p-continuous, then there exists a probdbility measure M 
on A such that LM= Y. 
Proof. Note that Y(0) = 1 since L,,,,(O) = 1, and therefore 
YY(AP)-rl as A JO. (2.4) 
Let n be the space of all probability measures on (E, 33). Fix a v,, E 17. 
The formulae 
u= (p,v); (2.5) 
v*(dx)=~(x)v(dxY(p, v> for v#O,v*=v, for v=O 
determine a mapping q from Jll to 9 = [0, co] x Z7. If M is a measure on 
AZ and if Q is its image under 11, then 
s M(dv) e-<fp,“> = 5 Q(du, dv*) Ff(u, v*), (2.6) 
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where 
Ff(U, v*) = e-u<h “‘> for U< co, Ff(co, v*)=O. (2.7) 
The space (E, 3) is isomorphic to a closed subset of the unit interval 
10, 11. We use this isomorphism to introduce a topology in E. We consider 
the corresponding weak topology in ZZ and the product topology in Z’. All 
three topological spaces are compact. Let C, be the set of all strictly 
positive continuous functions on E. If f E C, , then F, is a continuous 
function on 2. 
Let Q, be the image of M, under the mapping q. By (2.6) and (2.3), 
s Q,(4dv*)F’(u,v*)= M,(d~)e-</~,“)=L,~(fp)-* Y’(fp) (2.8) s 
for all bounded f~ W. A subsequence of Q, converges weakly to a 
probability measure Q, and, by (2.8), 
s Q(& dv*)F’(u, v*)= Wfp) (2.9) 
for every f E C, . Since FJu, v*) 7 l,, o. as 2 JO, we conclude from (2.9) 
and (2.4) that Q does not charge {co } x 17. Since v] is an isomorphism from 
&?\{O} onto (0, co)xU, we can define M on A\(O) as the measure 
corresponding, under 9, to Q restricted to (0, co) x li’. In addition, we put 
M(O) = Q/-(0} x If]. Ob viously, L,(fp) = Y(fp) for all f 6 C, . It follows 
from the corollary to the Multiplicative Systems Theorem that 
LM(f) = Y(f) for all JE W. 
2.3. The following modification of the Laplace functional 
R,(f)=SM(dv)[l-e-“;“I, fEH (2.10) 
is useful for the study of infinite measures M on JZ which satisfy the condi- 
tion 
s WdV)(P, v> < a. (2.11) 
Note that R, is p-continuous and R,(lp)/l + 0 as A + co. Clearly, 
R,,, = 0 if M is concentrated at the singleton {O}. 
LEMMA 2.2. A measure M which satisfies (2.11) and does not charge (0) 
is determined uniquely by R, provided that R,(p) < 00. 
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Proof: We use the identity 
fi [l -e-(A,“)] =I (-l)l”l-r[[f -e-</A,V)1, (2.12) 
r=1 
where the sum is taken over all non-empty subsets A of { 1, 2, . . . . n}, ) A 1 
means the cardinality of A, and fA is the sum of fi over all i E A. 
Suppose that M and N satisfy (2.11) and R,= R,. Put FEH if 
s N(dv)[l -e-(“‘“)] F(v)={M(&)[l -e-<P’Y)] F(v). 
Clearly, H is a linear space closed under bounded convergence. By (2.12), 
H contains all functions 
jl [l-e-(5,“], n= 1, 2, . ..) f,, . ..) f,EW. 
By the Multiplicative Systems Theorem, H contains all bounded 
measurable functions and therefore N = A4 if N(0) = M(0) = 0. 
2.4. LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that 
for all f E W and 
sup s M,(dv) (P, v > < 0. n 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
If Y is p-continuous and if 
lim i Y(Ap) = 0, 
i-m A 
(2.15) 
then there exists a meaSure M on A such that M{ 0} = 0 and R,,,,(f) = !P( f) 
for all fE W. 
Proof: Consider measures N,(dv) = (p, v) M,(dv). By (2.13), 
i ~,(dv)C1-e-<~‘>ll(p,v)=R,~(f)-rY(f) 
for all f~ W and, by (2.14), N,(A) are bounded. Note that 
[l -epcfP.“)]/(p, v) = [l -epUcL”*‘]/u, 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
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where u and v* are defined by (2.5) and therefore 
(2.18) 
where Q, is the q-image of N, and 
G,(u, v*) = [ 1 -e-“</. “*>]/u for O<u<co, 
G,(O, v*) = (f, v* >, Gf(cq v*)=O. (2.19) 
Note that GY is a continuous function on dp if f is a continuous function 
on E (in topologies introduced in Section 2.2). By (2.14) a subsequence of 
Q, converges weakly to a finite measure Q, and, by (2.18) and (2.16), 
5 Q(du, dv*) G,(u, v*) = ul(f~) (2.20) 
for all positive continuousJ: 
Let I-tco. Then, for O<u<co, (l/A.)G,(u,v*)=[l-exp(-uA)]/ul 
40, (l/A) G,(O, v*)= 1. Therefore (2.15) implies that Q does not charge 
(0) x Z7. Denote by M the measure on A which does not charge (0) and 
whose restriction to A\ { 0} corresponds to the restriction of the measure 
Q(& A*)( l/u) to (0, co) x Ii’. It follows from (2.20) that R,(fp) = !P(u(fp) 
for every positive continuous f which implies that R,(f) = !P(j) for all 
few. 
3. DAWSON-WATANABE SUPERPROCESSES 
3.1. We start from a transition function p, a function y, and a 
reference function p with the properties described in Section 1.2. We denote 
by .X?’ the cone of all positive gt-measurable functions on E,, by It-!’ the 
set off E 2’ such that f/p’ is bounded, and by A!* the cone of measures p 
on g* for which (p’, p) < CO. 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists a unique transition function g(r, p; t, dv) on 
4, such that 
f 
P(r, p; t, dv) e-(” “> = exp{ - ( V;f, p)}, f e 2', (3.1) 
.Aft 
where V: : 2’ + CX?’ is the semigroup determined by Eq. (1.9). 
Proof: The case p = 1, y = 2 has been treated in Dynkin [lo]. It has 
been proved that in this case Eq. (1.9) determines uniquely a semigroup 
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V; : W’ + W’ and that there exists a transition function in At which satisfies 
(3.1) for every fe HI’. Similar arguments are applicable to an arbitrary 
bounded y > 0 but the semigroup S:, in Lemma 3.2 should be defined by the 
formula 
where (t,, n,,) is a Markov process with the transition function p (the 
semigroup S: corresponds to the process killed with the rate ky’(x)). The 
second equation in (3.4) should be replaced by 
UL(n + 1) = 1 j” s:[y”‘y, v”,(n)] ds + s;. 
I 
Let us denote by g0 the transition function constructed in Dynkin [lo]. 
The solution of Eq. (1.9) for every boundedfis given by the formula 
V:f(X) = -1Og 1 qO(r, 6,; t, ffv) e-<L “>, (3.2) 
where 6, is the unit measure concentrated at x. This formula implies: 
(i) V:f< V:g iff<g; 
(ii) V:f,, + V:fiff, +f boundedly. 
Therefore, for every f E 2” there exists V;f= lim, _ m V;(f A n). With 
this definition, (1.9) and (3.2) hold for allfE %‘. 
If f, +“L then (f,,, v ) + (f, v ) for every finite measure v and 
V;f,, + V;f pointwise by (3.2). Besides, V;f, 6 T; f, < const pr and 
<V:fn,~(>+<K.L~L for pcJ4. Hence W)=expC-(T/:f,p)l is 
p-continuous, and by Lemma 2.1, there exists a measure Y(r, p; t, .) on 
A’, such that (3.1) holds for all fe U-U’. We extend (3.1) to all f E s?’ in the 
same way as we have done this for (3.2). The uniqueness of 9 and the 
Chapman-Kolmogorov equation follow easily from the Multiplicative 
Systems Theorem. 
3.2. THEOREM 3.2. For every ICE X,(p), there exists a unique 
KE 2-i with the Laplace functional (1.37). Its projection n(K) is given by the 
formula (1.38). 
Proof Put M,(dv) = .CY(r, Ic,; t,dv). By (3.1) (1.35), and (1.34), for 
every f~ W’, 
LM,(f)=exp(-(V:J;Ic,)}f~(f)=exp{-S~(f,IC)) (3.3) 
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as r 1 a. Clearly, ‘Y is p-continuous. By Lemma 2.1, Y is the Laplace 
functional of a probability measure K,. Equation (1.15) follows from the 
relation S;( V;f, K) = ST(f; IC). 
Note that 
s 
K,(dv)( 1 -e- j.<f.v>)/A= (1 -e-c(“))/A, (3.4) 
where c(A) = S;(A,, IC). By Fatou’s lemma, 
s 
K,(dv)(f, v) Qlim inf K,(dv)(l -ep’(AU))/A 
il0 I 
= li,rrf (1 - e-c’“‘)/A d l$rrrf c(A)/2 < (f, K,). (3.4’) 
Since (p’, rc,) < co, K satisfies (1.16), and therefore KE X:(9). Besides, 
(3.4’) implies that n(K) < rc. Passing to the limit in (3.4) as A JO and using 
the dominated convergence theorem and the fact that c(A) + 0, we get 
CL (nK),> = lim c(n)ln = (f; K,) - W ~1 
with ZT(f, IC) defined by (1.39). 
3.3. THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that 
y”(x)>/3>0 foralls, x. (3.5) 
For every ICE X,(p) there exists a unique Kg%?:(g) such that 
K,(O) = 0, 
jK,(dv)[l-e-<~“)]=S~(f,rc) 
(3.6) 
for all f E L\ (K,). The projection n(K) is given by (1.38). If Kq is the element 
of .Xg corresponding to K/q by Theorem 3.2, then 
K,(dv)[l -e-<r,“>] = lim q Ky(dv)[l -ewCr,“>] 
s (3.7) 4-m 
for allfEL:(K,). 
Proof: Fix t > a and apply Lemma 2.3 to measures M, = qK7. By 
(1.37), 
RMq(f)=4C1-exp -; s:(f, K) 1 -sT(f, K)= Y(f) as q+co (3.8) 
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for every f~ W’. It is clear from (1.33) and (1.34) that !P is p-continuous. 
Condition (2.14) is satisfied by (1.38). To prove (2.15), we note that, by 
(1.34), (1.35), and (1.9) 
Y(f) = Y(f, ~1 G S:(f, K) = ( T; J’:f, xr > for ci<r<s<t 
and therefore 
where 
T: V; f ds. 
By the Schwarz inequality and (1.9), 
fl(ef)?GP(t-r)j’T:[(V;f)*] ds 
, 
<(t-r)[‘T:[y”(V;f)*]ds<2(t-r) Tif: 
i- 
Hence Q(Ap’)/A -+ 0 as A+ co. Since VT f < T: f, we have 
Q(W) d A(t - r) T: p’, 
and since (T; p’, K,) = (p’, K,) < co, we get that Y(lp’)/l + 0 as A. -+ co. 
By Lemma 2.3, there exists a measure K, such that RK,( f) = Y(f) for all 
f E W. If f E L: (K,), then f, = f A (np) E W and we get (3.6) by passing to the 
limit in the equaton R,( fn) = Y( f,). 
Formula (1.38) is an implication of (3.6). Formula (3.7) follows from 
(3.8) and (3.6). 
3.4. Let KE Xi, and let (X,, PK) be the corresponding Markov 
process on time interval (a, co). We denote by E the a-algebra in 52 
generated by X,, t E (~1, r], and by FE+ the intersection of Fr over all r > a. 
Let F be a positive measurable function on A’, such that 
P,F(X,) < co. (3.9) 
Since P, is trivial on &+ , we have 
P,F(X,) = P,(F(X,)( ga+ } = lim P,{F(X,)l E} = lim P,, F(X,) P&s. 
(3.10) 
as r 1 a along any countable set A. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Zf KE Xi, and IC = x(K), then 
PKexp{-(f,X,))=exp(-S~(f,IC)) 
for allfeL:(li,). 
Proof: LetfEL\(lc,). By (3.10) and (3.1), 
PKexp{-(f,X,))=limP,,exp{-(f,X,)) 
=hmexp{-(V;f,X,)} PKa.s. 
Therefore there exists a constant A such that 
(Cf,Xr>-,A P<a.s. 
By (1.48) and (1.6) 
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(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) '. 
The functions in the right side are uniformly P,&rtegrable (see Meyer [ 16, 
Chap. 5, Theorem 191). Hence ( V;f, X, ) are also uniformly P=integrable 
and 
A = lim PK( V:A X,) = lim ( V;f; K,). (3.15) 
Now (3.11) follows from (3.12), (3.13), (3.15) and (1.35). 
3.5. Let KE .X,,(g) and let K = n(K). Fix a p > c1 and put 
H’(v)= CT; d v>l(ps, Q). (3.16) 
Note that 
I 
K,(dv) H’(v) = 1 for all t E (a, /3) (3.17) 
and 
I 
P(s, p; t, dv) H’(v) = W(,u) for all s < t E (CI, /?) (3.18) 
By Kolmogorov’s theorem, there exists a stochastic process (X,, 2) on the 
time interval (~1, /?) with the finite-dimensional distributions 
Li?{X,~dv) = K,(dv) H’(v) for a<t<j3, (3.19) 
n-l 
~{XtlEdVl,...,X,~~EV,}=K,,(dvl) n s(ti, Vi; ti+l, dVi+l)H”‘(v,) 
i=l 
for n Z 2, a < t, < . . < t,, < fi. (3.20) 
580/86/l-7 
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Let a < t < p. It follows from (3.19) and (3.20) that, if F> 0 satisfies (3.9) 
then A?[H’(X,)-’ F(X,)] < GO and 
~(fW’,)-’ W’,)I %.) = fW-,I-’ Pr,x,F(X,) %a.s. (3.21) 
Since K is an extremal entrance law, the’measure 9 is trivial on F%+ and, 
by (3.211, 
P,F(X,)=L2{H’(X,)-’ F(X,)l Fti+} =lim H’(X,))’ P,,F(X,) Z!-a.s. 
(3.22) 
as r 1 tl along a countable set. 
It follows from (3.22) that, if F6 1, then 
P,F(X,) d lim inf H’(X,)-’ 
and therefore 
A)-a.s. 
Hence 
PK(R) < [lim sup H’(X,)]-’ 2-a.s. 
lim H’( X,) = 0 &a.s. (3.23) 
if PK(SZ) = co 
THEOREM 3.5. Zf KE ,Xg(P) and if K = n(K), then 
PKCl-exP{-(f,X,))l=S~(f,K) (3.24) 
for all t>x andaflfEL\(lc,). 
Proof. Denote by R the left side in (3.24), put Y(r) = (V;f, X,), and 
let H’ be defined by (3.16). By (1.30), (3.22), and (3.1), 
co>(f,~,)=P,(f,~,)>R=lim[l-epY”‘]/H’(X,) %a.s. (3.25) 
as r 1 CI along a countable set. By (3.23), 1 -e- y(r) + 0 and therefore 
Y(r) + 0 ZZ-a.s. We conclude from (3.25) that 
R = lim Y(r)/H’(X,) %a.s. 
But 
Y(r)IfW’,) = (Kf, x,YH’W,) 
6 (CL Xr)lH’W,) = P,,x,(f, X,)IH’(X,) 
= sC(f, X,)lH’(X,)l %I 
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are uniformly $integrable (cf. Proof of Theorem 3.4). Therefore 
2![Y(r)/H’(X,)] = P, Y(r) = 2( V;f; rc,) + R 
and (3.24) holds by (1.35). 
3.6. Now we prove the results stated in Section 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. To obtain Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 3.4 it is 
sufficient to show that K determined by (3.11) satisfies (1.32). This follows 
immediately from (1.36). 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The g-entrance law K constructed in 
Theorem 3.2 is the lifting of K and it satisfies (1.38). Let us prove that K is 
extremal. 
By Theorem 1.1, we can rewrite (1.41) in the form 
Z(K) = 1 Z(Z) tj(&), (3.27) 
where rl= n(k) and q is the image of [ under the projection z. It follows 
from (1.31), (3.1), and (1.35) that the Laplace functional of Z(E) is equal to 
exp{ -S;(f; 12)) and we conclude from (3.27) that 
(3.28) 
We note that n,(E) = Iz and, by Theorem 3.2, ~Z(K) < rc. Therefore (3.27) 
implies 
Since F(u) = emu is a decreasing strictly convex function and since 
S;l(f, zc) - ST(f, E) = Sy(f; K - 12) 2 0 by (1.35), we have 
J exp{ -S;(f; E)} r(dC)=exp{ -SF(f, 2)) aexp{ -SXf, K)} (3.29) 
unless S;(f, K) = S;(f; K) for q-almost all R. By comparing (3.29) and 
(3.28), we conclude that, for q-almost all R, Z(C) = Z(K), which implies that 
Z(K) is extremal. 
To prove the rest of Theorem 1.2, consider KE XkC and put z = n(K). By 
Theorem 3.4, Z(z) = K and, by (1.38), (S, n(K),) = (f, I,) - Zy(f, I). There- 
fore ZT(f; z) = 0 and I ED,. It is clear from (1.38) that, for every K ED,, 
7cZ(K) = lc. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let K E D,. Put Kz = ql(K/q) for 0 < q < co and 
denote by K,” the entrance law corresponding to K by Theorem 3.3. Then 
(1.42) follows from (1.37), (1.43) follows from (3.6) and (3.7), and (1.44) is 
an implication of (1.38). By Theorem 1.2, Xi,(q) = (Kk, KE Da}. 
Obviously, this implies X:,(g) = { Kz, K ED,} for every 0 <q < ca. 
It follows from (1.43) that Kh”, KI = K,” + K,“: and therefore K is extremal 
if K,” is extremal. By Theorem 3.5, if KE Z:(Y), then K= K,” where 
K=&. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let K E 9 and let Kz, 0 <q d 00, be the .Y- 
entrance laws described in Theorem 1.3. The purely excessive measure 
belongs to W,,,(Y) because 
Formulae (1.54), (1.55), (1.56) follow from (1.42), (1.43), (1.51), and (1.44). 
By Section 1.4, every MEIIJZ,,,(~) has the representation (1.18), where K 
is a g-entrance law. Let K = n(K). Note that 
jo= dt(p, Kt) = j Wdv)(p, v>< ~0. (3.30) 
Hence K,E J.@ for almost all t and, since ~$2’ is invariant relative to T,, 
K, E JZ for all t. Hence KE X,,(Y)). If M is an extremal element of %$,ur(~)), 
then KE X0,(g) and, by Theorem 1.3, K= Ktf. for some K ED,, 0 <q < a, 
or K= K,“, where K is an extremal element of Do. By (3.30), K E 9. Hence 
A4 is among the measures listed at the end of Theorem 1.4. Obviously, all 
measures on the these list are extremal. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. The first part of Theorem 1.5 has already been 
proved in Section 1.9. To prove the second part, we note that the sets 
D1= {ICED-,: lim inf (p, ic, ) = co } (3.31) 
f--tX 
and 
D’={KED-,:liminf(p,rc,)=co} 
I--r -5 (3.32) 
are e-invariant. If ‘1 is a e-invariant measure, then the integral 
s exP { - </A Kr> > q(dK) D' 
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does not depend on t. By Fatou’s lemma, 
lim sup 
5 D, exp ( - (P, K, > 1 VW 1-30 
,< I lim sup exp ( - ( p, ic, ) } q( dK) = 0. 0’ t+m 
Hence r(D’) = 0. Analogously, ~(0~) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. It is easy to see that a, in (1.61) satisfies the 
equation asat = a, + , for all s, t E R. Since a, is measurable because of 1.2.A, 
we have 
a, = e8’ for some fi E R. (3.33) 
By Dynkin [S], every p-entrance law at - co can be represented as the 
integral 
K, = K,cT(drz), I (3.34) 
where (r is a probability measure on the set of extremal p-entrance laws at 
-co. It follows from (3.33), (3.34), and (1.61) that 
(p, K, > = j e@")' (p, R, ) o(&). (3.35) 
If ICE D, then, by (1.59) and Fatou’s lemma, 
Go >lip$f (p, K,) 2 jli,m~fe8(“’ (p, 2,) a(&). 
which implies that /?(a) < 0 cr-a.e. Analogously, /3(C) 2 0 g-a.e., and by 
(3.33) and (3.34), K, is independent of t. 
Theorem 1.7 follows immediately from Theorems 1.5 and 1.6. 
3.7. The F-property for p can be stated in terms of exit laws for a 
dual transition function $. We say that p and fi are in duality relative to a 
a-finite measure m if 
m(dx)p,(x, 4) = m(4)b,(.h dx) (3.36) 
and if all measures p,(x, .) and p,(y, .) are absolutely continuous relative to 
m. Under this assumption, formula 
rc,(dx) = h’(x) m(dx) (3.37) 
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establishes a l-l correspondence between p-entrance laws K at -cc and 
p-exit laws h at + cc (i.e., functions h 20 such that fJz’= /P’). (See 
Dynkin [5].) Therefore p has the F-property if and only if every extremal 
$-exit law h at + CC has the form 
h’(x) = a,hO(x). (3.38) 
This observation makes it possible to apply the results of Molchanov [ 181 
and Koranyi and Taylor [14] (stated in terms of exit laws) to get the 
F-property for diffusions. 
4. FLEMINGVIOT SUPERPROCESSES 
4.1. In this section we deal with the class A? of all probability 
measures on a Luzin space (E, g) and with probability measures A4 on A$?. 
We denote by A’ the set of all symmetric probability measures and by Yk 
the set of all positive bounded measurable symmetric functions on (Ek, Bk). 
The moment functionals for M are defined by the formula 
sm=J M(dv)(k vk), h E Yk(E), k = 1, 2, . . . . (4.1) 
.R 
where 
(h, v”) = j /2(x,, . ..) xk) v(dx,) “‘v(dxk). 
The functionals S”, are linear and continuous relative to bounded 
convergence. Every functional with these properties will be called an 
s-functional. Two s-functionals are identical if they coincide on functions 
h(x,, . . . . xk) =f(X,) ’ ‘ftxkh fEW=YL. (4.2) 
We denote by Y(h) = Y[f] the value of an s-functional !P on h defined by 
(4.2). 
The moment functionals determine uniquely the Laplace functional, 
L,df) = 1+ f S”,C.flP!, f~ W 
k=l 
(4.3) 
and therefore they determine M. (The series converges since 
$,,[f] f I( f Ilk.) Lemma 2.1 implies the following. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that Yk, k = 1,2, are s-functionals and that 
M,) n = 1, 2, . ..) are probability measures. If 
SL” [f 1 for all fez W, (4.4) 
then there exists a probability measure M on A’ such that S”, = Yk for all 
kZ 1. 
4.2. Let p be a transition function in (I?,, at,). We define mappings 
Tk(r, t) from 9: to Yf and from A: to A?: by the formulae 
(Tk(rp t) h)(x, > . ..> xk) 
= Uk(t-r)P(r,X1;t,d~l)“‘p(r,xk;t,d~k)h(y,,...,yk); 
f 
(4.5 1 
(“Tdr, t))(dyl, . . . . dyk) 
=’ 
J 
u,(t - r) v(dx,, . . . . dx,)P(r, xl; t, dy,)...P(r, xk; 6 &k) 
[for k = 1 we recover formulae (1.8)]. We introduce mappings I?:- ’ from 
9’: to 9’-’ by the formula 
(B:-‘hh . ..> xk- ,)=c h(xc,,, . . . . hq), 
where the sum is taken over all mappings from (1, 2, . . . . k} onto 
{ 1, 2, . . . . k- 1) such that oi< aj for i<j. For instance, (&h)(x,) = 
4x,, xl); (B:h)(x,, ~2) = h(x,, xl, x2)+ 4x,, x2, x2) (cf. Dynkin [S, 
p. 601). Put 
Z%‘E-‘(r, t) = kyB:-’ Tk(r, t) for r<:t, 
=o for rat; (4.7) 
gji(r, t)=~W:-I(r,s).%‘:-l(s, t)ds for k-j> 1. (4.8) 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 9’ be the FV supertransition function over p. Then for 
every k = 2, 3, . . . . every h E Y:, and every p E A’,, 
[9(r, ,u; t, dv)(h, vk) = (h, pkTk(r, t)) + ‘f’ ~‘ds(z%‘,(s, t) h, piq.(r, s)). 
j-1 r 
(4.9) 
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Proof It follows from (1.11) that for every h E Y:, 
p(r, P; 4 dv)(h, vk> = (A, pkTk(r, t)> 
+ jr ds {9’( r, pL’ , s, dv)@-‘(s, t) h, vk--l) (4.10) 
r 
for k > 2. Formula (4.9) follows from (4.10) by induction. 
4.3. LEMMA 4.2. For all 1 <j < k and all r < t, 
II ,@L(r, t)ll G 2 ‘+‘~“y~~(t-r) k!/(j+ l)!. 
Proof By (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7), 
II @-l(r, t)ll d k(k - 1) yuk(t - r) 
and therefore (4.11) holds for k =j = 1. By (4.8), 
(4.11) 
for k -j > 1. Assuming that (4.11) is true for &?i ~ I and using the bound 
ukpl(s-r) u,(t-s)ds<uk(t-r)[2”t(k- l)]-’ 
we get that (4.11) is true also for L%L. 
4.4. THEOREM 4.2. Let p be a transition function and let 9 be the 
corresponding FV supertransition function. For every probability p-entrance 
law u at time tl > -co there exists an extremal probability p-entrance law 
K” at CI such that 
j K;(dv)(h, Vk) =uk(t-a)(h, IC:) +*c’ j”‘ds uj(s-c()(@(s, t) h, K:) 
j=1 1 
(4.12) 
for every k = 1, 2, . . . . and every hEY”(Et). Moreover (4.12) establishes a 
one-to-one mapping from X:(p) onto XL,(B). 
For every probability entrance law K at -00 there exists a probability 
g-entrance law K“ at -CC such that 
1 K:(dv)(h, v> = (A, K,) for hE9’:; 
(4.13) 
1 K:(dv)<h, vk> = i“ ($(s, t) h, tc,) ds 
-cc 
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for k = 2, 3, . . . . and hEY:. Formulae (4.13) define a one-to-one mapping 
from Xx’,(p) onto XX’,(Y). 
Prooj First, we investigate the case c( > -co. 
1”. For every IC E Xi(p) there exists a K, E ,X:(9 ) connected with IC by 
(4.12). 
To construct K, fix t > CI and denote by Y“(h) the right side in (4.12). 
Obviously !Pk is an s-functional. Put M,(dv) = Y(r, IC,; t, dv). By (4.9) and 
(4.5 ), 
Y~~(h)=uk(t-r)(h,K,k)+k~l~fuj(s-r)(%’{(s, t)h, tc-r’) ds. 
j=* r 
Therefore Y;,(h) + !Pk(h) as r Ju and the existence of a measure K,, 
subject to (4.12) follows from Lemma 4.1. Equation (1.15) can be proved 
directly using (4.9) and (4.12) or it can be obtained by passing to the limit 
in the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for 9’. 
2”. If KE Xi, and IC = TCK is defined by (1.30), then (4.12) holds. 
Since both sides of (4.12) represent s-functionals, the formula is true for 
all h E 9”: if it is true for h of the form (4.2). 
By (3.10) and (4.9) for every hEYk(EI), 
+ ‘f’ f uj(s - r)( Tj(r, s) LJ?i(s, t) h, Xj) ds] 
j=l r 
+ ‘C’ Jr Uj(s - r)( T”(r, S) a:(~, t) h, A’!) ds] 
j=l OL 
Using this formula, we prove simultaneously (4.12) and 
?‘i (Tk(r,t)h,X~)=Uk(t-Cl)(h,K:) PKa.s. 
P=a.s. 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
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by induction. For k= 1, (4.12) is obvious and (4.15) follows from (4.14) 
and (4.12). If our statement is true for all j< k, then, by (4.14), the limit 
4 in (4.15) exists and it satisfies the equation 
P&h, A-f) = $4 + kf1 j’ (i%$, t) h, K,) ds. (4.16) 
j=l z 
Clearly, d= u,(t-a)(h, rc:) if h is given by (4.2). Hence (4.12) holds in 
this case and therefore it folds for all h E Yk(E,). 
3”. Zf K and K” are connected by (4.12), then K” is extremal. 
Indeed, taking k = 1 in (4.12), we see that K = 7c(K”). Suppose that (1.41) 
holds and let q be the image of the measure [ under 71. Then 
K= Ily(dE), 
s 
(4.17) 
where R = I& Formula (4.12) with k = 2 yields 
jK#M v’> =~z(f-Co(.L 02+j’ M’;(s, t)h, K,) ds. (4.18) 
a 
By 2”, (4.12) holds for every RE Xi, and therefore 
j~(dv)(f;~~)=~2(f-r)(f;R,)~+j’(~:(~,f)h, r?,) ds, (4.19) 
2 
where rZ=rc(@. It follows from (l-41), (4.17) (4.18) and (4.19) that 
j W~)<.L kJ2= [ j vl(W(f, G)j2 
and therefore v] is concentrated on {E: (f, k,) = (f, K,)}. Since this is true 
for all f and t, y is concentrated at one point and K“ is extremal. 
The first part of Theorem 4.2 follows from l”, 2”, and 3”. To prove the 
second part, only slight modifications are necessary. Formula (4.15) should 
be replaced by an obvious relation lim,., _ m ( Tk(r, f) h, Xp ) = 0 for 
k > 1. Bounds provided by Lemma 4.2 are sufficient to justify passage to 
the limit in (4.14). The relation (4.13) between K and K= n(K) should 
be established, first, for KE X 1 oo, r and then extended to an arbitrary 
KM-\* by using (3.27). 
Remark. Clearly, the P-entrance law defined by (4.12) or (4.13) 
satisfies (1.31). Therefore Theorem 4.2 implies the FV version of 
Theorem 1.1. 
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4.5. If p is stationary, then TJr, t) = TJt - r) and 
B~(Y, t) = .@i(t - Y) depend only on the difference t - I-. We put 
gk= jm TJt) dt; 
0 
9;h = J m c%!:(t) h dt 0 
@h = h. 
It follows from (4.7) and (4.8) that 
9$+!+, 
and 
, . . gk-1 
k 
(4.20) 
for j<k, (4.21) 
(4.22) 
T&-l = kyBft-‘gk. (4.23) 
For every p-entrance law K, we set 
uk( t) Kf dt. (4.24) 
THEOREM 4.3. If p is stationary, then to every probability entrance law tc 
at time 0 there corresponds a unique extremal purely Y-excessive measure 
M, with the moment jiunctionals 
i 
M,(dv)(h, vk> = i (9;h, I-‘,>. (4.25) 
j=l 
Proo$ Consider the extremal entrance law K“ at time 0 corresponding 
to K by Theorem 4.2 and define the purely excessive measure M, by 
formula (1.18). Formula (4.25) follows from (4.12), (4.21), and (4.24). 
4.6. THEOREM 4.4. To every p-equilibrium m there corresponds a 
unique 8-equilibrium M” with the moment jiinctionals 
J M”(dv)(h, vk) = (9th, m). (4.26) 
Formula (4.26) provides all P-equilibria. 
Proof: This follows from the second part of Theorem 4.2. 
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5. ORNSTEIN-UHLENBECK SUPERPROCESSES 
5.1. Let H and J% be a pair of linear spaces and let (J v ), f~ 2, 
v E J%‘, be a bilinear form on this pair. We consider probability measures M 
on J? defined on the o-algebra 9#A( which is generated by the functions 
FAv) = (f, v ) with f~ J?. The characteristic functional of A4 is determined 
by the formula 
C,(f) = .r, M(dv) e’<f. v), .fE 2. (5.1) 
It follows from the Multiplicative Systems Theorem that M is determined 
uniquely by C,. 
We introduce a topology in X by the convention: f,, + f if 
( fn, v ) --+ (f, v > for all v E 4. Clearly, characteristic functionals are con- 
tinuous in this topology. If X is a nuclear space and 4 is the space of all 
continuous linear functionals on Z’“, then the following two propositions 
are true: 
5.l.A. If Y is a continuous functional on SF”, if Y’(0) = 1, and if 
i ~ii,Y(fi-jj)~o 
i,j= I 
then !P is the characteristic functional of a probability measure M. 
5.1.B. Let Y be a continuous functional on X and let M,, n = 1,2, . . . . be 
probability measures on A. If 
CMn(f)- y(f) for all .fEx, 
then there exists a probability measure M on JZZ such that C, = Y. 
Proposition 5.1.A is due to Minlos (see, e.g., Gel’fand, Graev, and 
Vilenkin [12]) and 5.1.B is Levy’s continuity theorem (see Meyer [17]). 
5.2. We consider a family (X”‘, ,R”e,), t E R, such that 5.1.A and 5.1.B 
are satisfied for every t. Suppose that linear operators T;: X” + X’ and 
positive semi-definite quadratic forms Ql on HO are chosen in such a way 
that, for every r < t and every p E At, the right side of (1.7) represents a 
continuous functional. Then, by 5.1.A, there exists a probability measure 
9(r, p; t, dv) for which (1.7) holds. The semigroup property of T implies 
that 9’ is a Markov transition function. Obviously (1.7) implies (1.6). We 
call B the OU supertansition function with parameters T, Q. 
A family K, E A[, t > 01 iS a T-entrance law if K, Ty = K, for all t > r > ~1. 
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The set of all such laws is denoted by X=(T). Put KC Xi(S ) if K is a 
probability P-entrance law at time c1 and if there exists ICE .X,(T) such that 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 9’ be a OU supertransition function with parameters 
T, Q. The set .X,‘(9) is empty unless 
for every t > c(, &(f) = jr Q,( T;f) d s is a continuous functional on 2”‘. 
I 
(5.2) 
If condition (5.2) is satis$ed, then for every IC E Xa(T) there exists a unique 
extremal probabiiity g-entrance law K” such that 
s KY(&) ei<A r> = ev i<f, K, > - 5 1’ QAT:f) ds). (5.3) A? a 
Moreover formula (5.3) establishes a one-to-one mapping from X=(T) onto 
the set of all extremal elements of ,X:(Y). 
Proof 1“. Under condition (5.2), for every K EX~(T) there exists 
K” E AC:(p) which satisfies Eq. (5.3). 
Indeed, by (1.7), 
G,(fi=exp i(l;z,>-;;'Q,(r:f)h 
{ I > 
for M,(dv) = LF’(r, K,; t, dv) and our statement follows from 5.1.B. 
2”. VK is an exrremal element ofSd(&‘), then (5.3) holds with IC = n(K). 
Indeed, by (3.10) and (1.7), 
PKexpli(f, X,>> 
= lim P,, 
rla exWf, -WI 
=liTiyp i(T:f.X,)-f~‘Q,cTsf)ds 
1 1 
P<a.s., 
r 
and by (3.10) and (IA), 
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3”. If IC and K” are connected by (5.3), then K” is extremal. 
Suppose that (1.41) holds. By repeating the arguments in the Proof of 
Theorem 1.2 (Section 3.6) we get that exp{i(f, K,)} = j i( f, k,) n(dtZ) 
with K = 1 En(dZ). But the center of gravity for a measure on the unit circle 
can lie on this circle only if the measure is concentrated at one point. This 
implies that q is concentrated at a singleton. 
Theorem 5.1 follows from I”, 2”, and 3”. 
Theorem 5.1 implies the OU version of Theorem 1.1. 
5.3. Now we assume that T: = T,_ ~ and that X”‘= X”, A, = A, 
and Q, = Q are independent of t. 
THEOREM 5.2. To every K E A&(T) there corresonds a unique extremal 
purely Y-excessive measure M, with the characteristic functional 
s 
M,(dv) ei<L ‘>= ~~~dtexp{i(f,*,)--i~~Q(T,/)dsj. (5.4) 
The proof is based on Theorem 5.1 and is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 4.3. 
5.4. THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that 
4c/,=ijOxQKf)d s is a continuous functional on .YP, (5.5) 
and let K”, IC E X-,(T), be the P-entrance laws described in Theorem 5.1. 
Consider theflow 0, on X-,(T) defined by (1.57). Formula 
Mq= n(dtc) K” 
5 (5.6) 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between O-invariant probability 
measures n on X-,(T) and P-equilibria Mq. In particular, to every T,- 
invariant element m of Jt’ there corresponds an extremal .P-equilibrium 
measure M such that 
M( d,,) ef<f, v) = ev(i(f,m)-4f)). (5.7) 
The proof is based on Theorem 5.1 and is similar to the proof of the first 
part of Theorem 1.5. 
Remark. Consider the mapping j: K,(T) -+ A%! given by the formula 
I = K~ and let (T be the image of 9 under j. Since [j(k)] T, =j[O,lc], o 
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is invariant relative to T,: A -+ A. It follows from Theorem 5.3 that every 
P-equilibrium A4 has a representation 
where 
and ~7 is a T,-invariant probability measure on A? (cf. Theorem 5.7 in 
Holley and Stroock [13]). If T, corresponds to the Brownian transition 
function (1.20) and if Q(f) = sf(x)’ dx, then 
where g(x, dy) is given by (1.24). Hence condition (5.5) is satisfied if and 
only if d> 3. Holley and Stroock proved that in this case every T,-invariant 
measure e is concentrated on the set of T,-invariant elements of A. 
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ADDENDUM 
This paper had already been submitted for publication when my attention was drawn to a 
recent monograph by Liemant, Matthes, and Wakolbinger [15] devoted to equilibrium 
distributions for branching Markov processes with discrete time parameter. Let JY be the 
space of integer-valued measures on a measurable space (& @) and let 9(x, C) be a stochastic 
kernel from (E, g) to (A, a&). Then there exists a stationary transition function q(p, C), 
f  = 0, 1, 2, . . . . on (A, a,) such that, for every t and all p, v  E A, e:(p + v, ) is the convolution 
of q:(p, .) and %(a,, .), and YI(6,, ‘)=9(x, .), where 6, is the unit mass concentrated at 
point x. The formula 
determines a semigroup and B is a supertransition function over Tin the sense of Section 1.2. 
To every B-entrance law K there corresponds a T-entrance law 
K,(B) = K,(dv) v(B), I 
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the projection of K in our terminology. Constructing K starting from K (“lifting”) is a more 
delicate task because, in general, K, does not belong to & and it cannot be used as an initial 
state for a superprocess. Instead the authors start the superprocess from a Poisson random 
measure on & with intensity K,. However, with this “Poisson lifting,” there is no equivalent 
to our Theorem I.1 and the picture of p-equilibria is substantially more complicated. 
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